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Happy Friday!
A few views to ponder this weekend:
Returning to offices brings new challenges. Increasing job
screening might become a must.
Positive praise - doing your part to recognize employee
performance.
Vendor/Contractor support - small companies thinking big
need help!
One fun fact!

Back to the office?

Our thought bubble: Returning to the office brings new challenges,
and interest in doubling up job screening is increasing. Positive drug tests
among US workers has matched a two-decade high.
Go deeper: It’s time to revisit job screening policies as more and more
people return to the office. Some background from a recent Wall Street
Journal article.
Yes, but: State laws and labor shortage issues prevail. Companies have
stopped testing for marijuana. Some states bar considering drug tests in
employment considerations.
The bottom line: Figure out your intentions before drug testing
becomes a problem. Review your employment process and give
consideration to how much screening candidates should undergo as
employment levels grow.

Praising the performer…

The Great Resignation - it’s not over! While the number of actual
quits is subsiding, the pressure remains on employers to do all possible to
retain employees.
Our thought bubble: it’s not just about Friday pizzas, flowers, or
candy. We believe it’s all about taking time to recognize performers
consistently - and regularly. “Thanks for doing…” “Great job at
yesterday’s meeting…” One never knows the magnitude of a kind and
simple gesture for good performance.
The bottom line: Recognize your performers on a routine basis.
Highlight great performance regularly. Positive praise through personal,
kind gestures go a long way to building trust and commitment.
One other thing: Praising peers can also be a huge plus as employees
reconverge and hopefully build trust and fellowship!

Thinking Big!

Our thought bubble: It’s long been our philosophy that thinking big
while staying small would carry us forward for many years - over 40 now
and still counting! We could not have made it this far without the support
of key vendors and contractors.
We built a team! It is amazing how the delivery of service varies from
vendor to vendor. We have proven that least-cost doesn’t necessarily
mean poor service. Working with key contractors and vendors to build
partnerships has resulted in a foundation of excellent support.
The bottom line: Treat your vendors as partners and help them see the
merits in continuing to support you in all aspects. Great relationships
build great results!

One fun fact!

Tee time! It’s Augusta GA prime time again! And action all hinges on
the “tee.”
“The history of the golf tee dates back to the 1500’s. The practice of
getting sand wet with a towel and mounding up earth to get the ball off
the ground a little went on for some 300 years. The late 1800’s changed
all that. The original rules of golf from 1744 state that your ball must be
“teed” from the ground. Golfers were allowed to go within one clublength of the original hole and use elements from the ground to tee it up.
You could imagine the mess you had with just creating one tee. The wet
towel and dirty hands gave way to the first golf tees. Golfers were in
search of reuseable tees. Starting with paper then cork and rubber. The
world’s first patented golf tee was invented by two Scots: William
Bloxsom and Arthur Douglas. Their patent document is dated 1889.”
~ Mike Fay Golf

Spring has sprung…so, I hope the the outside chores don’t get in the way
of some relaxation with time to take a break to ponder. Take good care of
yourself, keep Ukraine in thoughts and prayers, and enjoy the Masters and maybe a little baseball!
Stay safe…
RDC Blog - always available!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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